Welcome to the
2019 edition of
Jewellery Salon

J

ewellery Salon, 10th edition, Saudi Arabia’s Leading, and exclusive Fine Jewellery Show.
I want to welcome exhibitors and visitors for being part of the success that Jewellery
Salon has achieved during the last ten years. In light of the vast openness of
the Kingdom to the world, the latest editions of the exhibition contributed to the
blueprint of the Saudi Vision 2030 put down by His Royal Highness and Crown

Prince Mohammad Bin Salman bin Abdelaziz al Saud by highlighting the talents of Saudi female
Jewellery designers. The convention also will feature seminars by HRD Antwerp and Solitare Labs
to educate consumers about the authenticity of the diamonds they buy, and I highly encourage
our esteemed visitors to attend and expand their knowledge in precious stones and diamonds.
I have always envisioned that Jewellery Salon will one day transform and reinvent the landscape of
KSA’s jewellery industry by uniting reputed international and local designers on a single platform.
This

event

aims

more

than

merely

showcasing

luxurious

and

well-crafted

fine

jewellery to an exclusive clientele, and its focal point is to encourage our local
talent
for

and

industry

provide

them

professionals

with
working

business,
in

Luxury

networking,
industry

and
and

learning
Fine

opportunities

jewellery

industry.

The Jewellery Salon and for ten years has acted as a gateway for international fine jewellery
brands and Saudi fine jewellery brands to gain the attention of an exclusive Saudi clientele. Local
media named the convention ‘The Most Prestigious Jewellery Exhibition in the Arabian Gulf.
Saudi Arabia has the highest concentration of wealthy families in the MENA region and
this year it will be held in Saudi Arabia’s most extravagant hotels. The Jeddah edition of JS
will be held at the Jeddah Hilton Hotel from 8th to the 11th of April 2019 under the patronage
of Her Royal Highness Princess Latifa Bint Saad Bin Abdelaziz al Saud. The Riyadh Edition
will be held in Riyadh’s Fasaliyah Hotel from the 15 th to the 18 th of April 2019 Under
the patronage of His Highness Sultan bin Mohammad Bin Saud Bin Abdelaziz al Saud.
Today I am proud to say; we have become the most exclusive jewellery exhibition in the
Middle East and North Africa, this one of a kind show exudes a timeless charm and an aura
of magnificence which is unlike any other. Hence I would like to thank my team who have become
members of my family and have poured there heart and soul into making this exciting exhibition
what it is today. Finally, I would like to thank all sponsors, our partners of success and the exhibitors
who keep their trust in Jewellery Salon.

Yours Sincerely,
Haya al Sunaidi
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Exhibition Dates

Press Center

Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

The Press Centre is located

Hilton Hotel, Grand Hilton Hall

within the exhibition halls.

April 8 to the 11 2019, from 4PM to 11PM.

For

th

th

media

please
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Zidan

registration,

contact:
+966

Rabeh

540968539

Fasliyah Hotel Prince Sultan Grand Hall
April 15th to the 18th 2019, from 4PM to 11PM.

Opening Ceremony

Prohibitions

Jeddah

The Organizers reserve the

Monday 8

th

of April at 8:30 PM Hilton Hotel,

right to refuse admission

Grand Hall, Under the Patronage of HRH

to

Princess Latifa Bint Saad Bin Abdelaziz Al Saud .

assigning any reason and to

the

exhibition

without

order the expulsion of any
Riyadh

person whose conduct, in

Monday 15th of April at 8:30 PM Fasliyah

their opinion, renders such a

Hotel, Prince Sultan Grand Hall, Under the

course of action appropriate.

Patronage of His Highness Prince Sultan Bin
Mohammad Bin Saad Bin Abdelaziz Al Saud.

Disclaimer

Canvassing
of

No printed materials may

Show

be distributed or displayed

for

in any part of the exhibition

inaccurate or misleading information supplied

except by exhibitors at their

by the exhibitors, nor for any errors or

own stands or with written

omissions that may occur, however caused.

permission from the organizer.

The
the

Organizers
Jewellery

Catalogue

and
Salon

accept

the
2019

no

publishers
Official

responsibility

Admission to Exhibition

Restrooms

Entrance to the exhibition is free. The Organizers

Restrooms

reserve the right to refuse entry. Children under

Gentlemen and Ladies are

for

16 will be denied access to the exhibition.

located near the entrance of
the exhibition halls.

Organizer’s office and
Information Desk
The Organizer’s office is located within the
exhibition halls and an information helpdesk
is located by the entrance of the Hilton Hall.

both
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THE FOUNDER

Haya Al Sunaidi
“I LIKE CHALLENGES
AND THAT IS WHAT
GIVES ME THE DRIVE
TO PUSH FORWARD
AND PROVE
EVERYONE WRONG…”

S

elf-taught, passionate and driven – Haya Al Sunaidi, the
mind behind the Jewellery Salon is a true representative of
women

empowerment

in

the

Kingdom.

She

commenced

her journey in jewelery retail as a young woman in Lebanon
and eventually came back to Saudi Arabia in her early 20s

to break the mold which was constricting the nation’s jewelery industry.
From the strong influence of a few elite, tricky customs

to the absence

of a platform for jewelers, the sector was marked by a plethora of
challenges

that

Ms.

Al

Sunaidi

identified

and

sought

to

overcome.

Being an avid collector herself, she envisioned to launch an exhibition that
could unite local and international jewelers on a single platform and serve
an exclusive clientele. However, crossing hurdles in an industry dominated
by men was not easy. A decade ago, the Kingdom was still walking down
the road of development and attracting foreign exhibitors was difficult.
Yet the determination of Ms. Al Sunaidi did not let her down. She continued to
persevere and successfully launched the first edition of the Jewellery Salon in 2010
which attracted positive media attention. Since that glorious year, each outing of
the exhibition kept on breaking barriers and pushing traditions. As a champion of
women’s role in business, Ms. Al Sunaidi has emerged as a role model for hundreds
and thousands of Saudi women that yearn to follow her journey and carve a name
for themselves in a field that they admire from the bottom of their hearts.
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THE ORGANIZER

J

ewellery Salon is Organized by Sunaidi Expo & Conferences, a specialized International Exhibition
Division of Sunaidi Trading Est., which is a subsidiary company of Al Fadl Group of Companies
in Saudi Arabia. Since its establishment in 1992, Sunaidi Expo & Conferences has organized
trade exhibitions that cater to different industry sectors, including: furniture & design, jewellery
& watches, food & beverage, health & beauty, sports & fitness, and engineering & energy. Having

more than 20 years of experience in event organizing, Sunaidi Expo & Conferences has built long-term
partnerships with government departments, trade associations, suppliers, and media companies that support
in making our events a success. Sunaidi Expo & Conferences has likewise worked with local and international
key industry leaders. Today, Sunaidi Expo & Conferences is the Kingdom’s well-established and leading
event organizer, which continues to deliver a high standard of quality and value for money for its clients.

Sunaidi Expo is also partnered up with the International Company Reed
Exhibitions UK, a leading organizer of renowned global events. Amalgamating
digital tools and data driven techniques, the company is behind the execution

WHEN EAST
MEETS WEST

of 500 yearly events that are held in over 30 countries and attract more than
7 million visitors. The Reed-Sunaidi Expo partnership is based on a strategic
effort to enhance the quality of local exhibitions by working together with
trade associations, government representatives and professional entities
to understand and meet the distinct needs of various industries. the venture
combines the international expertise of Reed Exhibitions with the local
resource of Sunaidi Expo to construct larger than life experiences, every time.
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ABOUT JEWELLERY SALON

Jewellery Salon
holds a vision
for reinventing the landscape of KSA’s jewellery industry by uniting reputed international and local designers on a
single platform. The event aims to showcase the luxurious and well-crafted ornaments to an exclusive clientele which
represents high-profile personalities and royalty. As the most exclusive jewellery exhibition in the Middle East and
North Africa, this one of a kind show exudes a timeless charm and an aura of magnificence which is unlike any other.
Powered by that revelation to transform the jewelery scene in Saudi Arabia, Haya al Sunaidi launched the Jewellery
Salon in 2010 to invite international designers to an industry that was dominated by a few elites. A decade later, her
experience and relentless pursuit to transform the sector has earned the title of ‘The Jewel of Riyadh’ which was
bestowed by Sultan bin Saud Al Saud.

JEWELLERY SALON HAS
EARNED THE TITLE OF
“THE JEWEL OF RIYADH”

H

aya Al Sunaidi has always wanted to

HIGHLIGHTING
THE TALENTS OF
SAUDI FEMALE
DESIGNERS

promote the participation of Saudi
women in business all around the
kingdom. In alignment with her dream,
the latest editions of the exhibition

contributed to the blueprint of Vision 2030 put
down by His Royal Highness and Crown Prince
Mohammad Bin Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud by
highlighting the talents of Saudi female designers.
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SOLITAIRE LAB SEMINARS
DIAMOND AUTHENTICITY

WHAT’S NEW THIS YEAR

Jewellery Salon
is focusing on
three main
elements this year
It goes without saying that Quality will always be superior to quantity. Hence as of 2019
the Saudi jewellery Salon has decided to change its direction and fixate on the highest
Quality of both visitors and exhibitors. We have studied the market and assessed the
Saudi luxury consumers taste pallet and preferences for luxury jewellery, thus we have
limited the number of exhibitors to 40 of the most exclusive fine jewelers from around
the world. Moreover, this year We have focused our digital marketing strategy to only
target high quality visitors with high purchasing power in addition to our large data
base of High net worth Saudi Individuals and members of the Saudi royal family.

QUALITY OVER QUANTITY
EMPOWERING SAUDI WOMEN
STORY TELLING AND CRAFTSMANSHIP

S

eminars will be held by Solitaire lab
Antwerp at the Jewellery Salon
to educate consumers about the
authenticity of the diamonds they buy.
The

exhibition

overwhelmingly

positive

exhibitors

appreciated

who

received

feedback
the

an
from

Arabian

hospitality of the Locals and the unmatched
potential that Saudi Arabia holds.
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U

nder the umbrela of jewellery salon 2019 we proudly present
the10th edition of saudi jewellers. every year jewellery salon
supports a number of young saudi jewellery designers by
provding them with a platform to display there jewellery and
network with international jewellers. Moreover Jewellery

Salon takes pride in empowering these young women by providing them

EXHIBITOR PROFILES

with workshops to better master the fine art of jewellery craftsmenship.

Jahan Genève
Our story is about one generation transferring their expertise and love of rare
gems and jewellery to the next. We entrust each new generation to bring fresh
energy to the company and sustain the rich relations with our esteemed clients.
Today, Shahpour Jahan leads a team of the industry’s finest professionals,
specialists and craftsmen from our base in Geneva.
For decades, we have placed our expertise at our client’s service to create oneof-a-kind jewels. We guide our clients through each step: sketching initial designs,
selecting the gems, applying the crucial finishing touches. Our clients recognize
our tendency to go to extraordinary lengths to produce bespoke jewels, often
spending months adjusting every detail to achieve a flawless quality.
Phone: +41 22 818 00 00
Email: info@jahan.ch
Website: www.jahan.ch
Social media: @jahan_official
Head office address: 23 Rue du Rhône, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland
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Veschetti
Moussaieff

Founded by Mario Veschetti, it has become a point of reference for

Moussaieff Jewellers is synonymous with the finest and rarest gems

high-end jewellery in Italy and worldwide. In the Corso Magenta and

which adorn the heads of internationalroyalty and heads of states, as

the Corso Palestro shops in Brescia and in the new boutique of Forte

well as discerning collectors.

dei Marmi, we can admire unique collections of the most prestigious
brands such as Rolex, Chopard, Blancpain, David Webb, and Buccellati.

In addition to the two London stores, there are boutiques in
Geneva and Hong Kong and seasonally in Courchevel. Each display

Phone: +39 03 04 04 77

showcases features of a mix of fasionable design, finely cut stones

Fax: +39 03 02 400 738

as well as historic pieces with important provenaces. Antique

Email: info@veschetti.com

Indian carved exquisite emeralds lie alongside necklaces set with

Website: www.veschetti.com

diamonds. Important pieces like beautiful natural pearl earrings

Social Media: @veschettijewels

attract collectors and connoisseurs.

Head office address: Corso Magenta 27/ E, Brescia, Italy.

Phone: +44 207 290 1536
Email: violet.fraser@moussaieff.co.uk
Website: www.moussaieff-jewellers.com
Head office address: 172 Bond St, London, W1S4RE
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Butani

Boghossian

An international brand for haute couture jewellery. Butani’s reputation

Based in Geneva, the sixth-generation high-jewellery Maison Boghossian has built a powerful

has been built on breathtaking and personalized works of art.

identity led by a pioneer spirit and expertise. Strong of the long-lasting Armenian craftsmanship

Our unique and exclusive creations are much sought after by our

and merchant tradition, the family has developed a passion for the search and curation of rare

discerning clients, reflecting the level of excellence we consistently

colored gems worldwide, with its jewels reflecting a fusion of East and West influences

provide. Each Butani jewel tells its own story; a symbol of your most
precious moments in life: your first love, a night of passion and

The Maison is known for its innovative craftsmanship, calling on techniques of outstanding

romance, the union of two souls, and the celebration of success.

mastery to contribute to the art of jewellery, as seen with the ‘Inlay’ and the ‘Kissing’ techniques,

Each piece is handcrafted with utmost care, to be passed down

and more recently with the ‘Merveilles’ collection.

from generation to generation, and cherished forever.
Boghossian has flagship stores in Geneva and Gstaad, London Old Bond Street and Harrods,
Contact name: Manoj Butani

and Hong Kong.

Phone: +852 23 69 82 45
Email: info@butani.com

Phone: +41 22 738 83 00

Website: www.butani.com

Fax: +41 22 738 83 29

Head office address: Suite 510 512, Houston Centre, 63 Mody

E-mail: nsouli@nsoulijewellery.com

Road, Tsim Sha Tsui East, Kowloon, Hong Kong

Website: www.boghossianjewels.com
Social Media: @boghossianjewels
Head office address: 1 Place des Bergues - 1201 Geneva
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Charles Oudin
Charles Oudin is one of the oldest horological firms in France. Its founder came
from a long line of clock and watchmakers from northwest France.

Nsouli
Since it has taken its place in the jewellery business, Nsouli Jewellery has

Since the late 18th century, Charles Oudin has valued fine craftsmanship and

been considered one of the most important regional leaders in fine jewellery

technical excellence. Today we take that legacy even further by creating elegant

design, manufacture, and export. Nsouli Jewellery today is one of the largest

and exclusive wristwatches for elegant and discerning ladies — and gentlemen.

manufacturing companies in the Middle East focusing on wholesale and retail

We are located in Paris’ Place Vendôme, which has long been an important

jewellery, and stands head and shoulders above the competition in matters of

centre for fashion, luxury and jewellery.

price , precious gems and superior setting quality . At Nsouli Jewellery , a team
of professional craftsmen , Trained designers , gemologist and sales persons

Wearing a Charles Oudin watch means becoming a part of the mystique of

will provide you with a high level of service that will meet your expectations and

Paris, where elegance and sophistication are eternal — and where all the hours

ensure that your jewel is an exclusive and personal masterpiece.

are joyful ones.

Phone: +961 1 738977- 738978- 351925- 350724

Phone: +33 140 15 99 00

Fax: (961) 1 351555

Email: info@charlesoudin.com

E-mail: nsouli@nsoulijewellery.com

Website: www.oudin.com

Social Media: @lapis.j

Head office address: 8 Place Vendôme, Paris, France.

Head office address: Lebanon, Beirut, Hamra Street , City Pharmacy Bldg, 4th Floor

P.O. Box: 75001
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Al Nahar
Charmaleena

A premium purveyor of fine jewellery, Al Nahar is revered across the Gulf

Welcome to the world of Charmaleen Fine Jewellery, where every collection is

Region for its distinct style. For over three decades, we have delighted our

inspired, designed and made with love. At the soul of the brand is our desire to create

elite clientele with exquisite jewels that blend elements of classic elegance

conceptual and contemporary wearable art. Innovation and flexibility are at the heart

and contemporary taste.

of Charmaleena designs, reflecting the contemporary woman who loves hesr options.
A harmony of boundless imagination, technical brilliance, and meticulous
Charmaleena takes inspiration from the playfulness and beauty of being a woman,

detailing—our magnificent masterpieces are symbols of prestige and

bringing a nerw series of personality to jewellery. We invite you to make Charmaleena

indulgence.

Fine Jewellery part of your everyday, and discover the story and charm that lies within
our jewellery.

A jeweller for the ages, Al Nahar’s dedication to provide the finest gemstones
and adherence to ethical business practices, ensure it enjoys optimum

Phone: +966 126 12 1377

customer confidence and trust.

E-mail: info@charmaleena.com
Website: www.charmaleena.com

Phone: +971 4 396 7275

Social Media: @charmaleena

Fax: +971 4 229 5105

Head office address: Al Murjan Center, Abdulrahman Al-tubaishi St. P.O. Box 15958

Email: contact@alnaharjewellery.com

Jeddah 21454, Saudi Arabia Al Rawdah District, ElKhereiji Group Building. Jeddah, KSA

Website: www.alnaharjewellery.com

P.O Box 3531, Jeddah 21481

Head office address: 23 Rue du Rhône, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland.
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Nadine Jewellery

Georges Hakim

A high-end jewellery brand that offers heirloom creations

It all began in 1875 when George Hakim established his business in the greatness of the

for women, men and offspring. We take quality and creativity

Ottoman Empire. The history of the house is a beautiful family story that started with the great

seriously, which is why we manufacture in Italy, the home of art

grandfather and continues today with his great grandchildren, who roamed the world in a quest

and class.

for the most beautiful gems.

Our inspirations stem from nature, culture and spirituality. Our

142 years later, George’s four sons are pursuing the journey with the same combination of

aim is to craft artistic piueces that reflect luxury and elegance;

passion and creative genius that has led the house to become the region’s most preeminent

passed on for generations to come. We personalize from our

Jeweler, that also established quarter in the most prestigious Jewellery & Watches capital,

collection asnd create custom pieces that speak to individuals.

Geneva.

We believe in celebrating individuality, and for that our

It’s a story of persistence, unique craftsmanship and attention to detail, which made the house

creations are distinctive items that can be used in several

of George Hakim continuously grow to become a respected and esteemed name that has stood

ways, allowing us to become part of a legacy.

the test of time. With passion as the motor that drives it, the house has grown to become one of
the world’s most reputable brands, proudly representing Lebanon across the globe.

Website: www.nadinejewellery.com
Social Media: @nadine_jewellery

Contact name: Alain Hakim

Head office address: Al Murjan Center, Abdulrahman Al-

Phone: +961 1 981 555

tubaishi St. P.O. Box 15958 Jeddah 21454, Saudi Arabia

Email: info@georgehakim.com
Website: www.georgehakim.com
Head office address: 19,Quai Mont blanc 1201 Geneva, Switzerland
33, Weygand Street, Downtown Beirut, Lebanon
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Renée Jewellers
Renée, a brand synonymous with haute diamond jewellery and unparalleled
customer experience, has since its opening in 1999, created an enviable

Solitaire Jewels

network of loyal clientele and boutiques across the Middle East and India.

Solitaire Jewels is a couture jeweler with offices in New York & Dubai.
We custom make unique engagement rings, bridal necklaces and

Backed by a strong design team and manufacturing units, RENÉE prides

fine pieces of jewellery that are one of a kind and hard to replicate.

itself bringing your dreams to life, thanks to its meticulous craftsmen and

We take pride in our transparency to our clients since forty three

personalised customer service. “Our collections are inspired by the ethereal

years. Whether it is a 70 carat diamond necklace with solitaires or

beauty and charisma of the woman,” says Subhra, mother of the Indian

a single stone engagement ring – our clients trust us.

actor and former Miss Universe, Sushmita Sen. “We create pieces that
capture the feminine grace and indelible strength of the woman of today.”

Phone: +971 50 8461466
Email: sales@solitairejewels.com

Phone: +971 43 24 1200

Website: www.solitairejewels.com

Fax: 97143241300

SHOP 123, BUILDING 5, GOLD & DIAMOND PARK, AL QUOZ

Email: info@reneejewellers.com

Branch: 71W. 47th Street, Suite 404, New York, 10036

Website: www.reneejewellers.com
Head office address: Wafi Mall, Dubai, UAE.
P.O.Box: 34695
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Scavia

Yessayan

Excellence in creativity, excellence in craftsmanship and excellence

Having been in the business of creating masterpieces that are an epitome of

in the quality of gems. All this does not come by chance, but is the

elegance, beauty and perfection since 1977, Krikor and Haroutioun Yessayan

result of a tradition, a culture, a balance between heart and mind.

have made their distinct mark in the world of fine jewellery. Their vision shone
through times of war and emerged in everlasting glory, and Yessayan Jewellery

With genuine artisanal spirit, Scavia designs and crafts extraordinary

became regaled for its excellence in craftsmanship and design.

objects that recount your story, your character, your desires.
Exclusive in every detail. That’s why a Scavia jewel is first and

Phone: +961 1 322 522

foremost an idea, then the flawless technical skill able to reproduce

Fax: +961 1 200 447

it, and finally the most extraordinary materials used to achieve it

Email:yessayan@yessayan.com

since 1911. This is our custom jewellery. Created just for you.

Website: www.yessayan.com
Head office address: Ashrafieh, Sassine Square, Yessayan Bldg, Beirut, Lebanon.

Phone: +39 0276021610
Email: info@scavia.it
Website: www.scavia.it
Social Media: @scavia_official
Head office address: Milano, via della Spiga 9
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H ans D. Krieger
A passion for jewellery has been passed down through the generations. This ongoing
fascination for precious things is embodied in the creations of Hans D Krieger today.
Rough stones are selected, pristine white, natural colours, cut and polished till they
gleam and then incorporated into designs. All stages of the manufacturing process, from
conception to completion, are watched over in house with care, love and attention to
detail.
Our enthusiasm for the jeweller’s art produces unique creations and small series. Perfectly
put together in manufacture and proportion, our jewellery is classic and yet modern,
timeless in its beauty.
Perfect, enduring craftsmanship. Eternally elegant design uniting the most precious
materials. Hans D. Krieger’s style is recognisable in its use of fabulous natural colour. The
jewellery created by Hans D. Krieger awakens the desire to wear and possess something
special, to enjoy them and to hand them on for the next generation to enjoy.
Phone: +49 67 81 94 900
Fax: +49 67 81 94 90 41
Email: info@kriegernet.com
Website: www.kriegernet.com
Social media: @hansdkrieger
Head office address: Hans D. Krieger KG Hauptstraße 128 D-55743 Idar-Oberstein

Yataghan
Yataghan, Named after a distinct piece of weaponry used during the Ottoman
Empire. The Yataghan Sword was known to embody a unique shape and carry a
distinguishable sense of elegance that only a skilled craftsman was able to create.
Drawing inspiration from Yataghan’s history, Sarah Abudawood, the brand’s
creative director, translates it into her jewellery combining effortless luxury with a
contemporary and polished touch.
Established in 2009 in Saudi Arabia, each pieces from YATAGHAN is handcrafted
by expert artisans, translating Design, Heritage and Sarah’s passion for
Architecture into pieces that merge seamlessly with the demands of a modern
fashion aesthetic and demand.
Phone: +971505050749
Email: s@yataghanjewellery.com
Social Media: @YATAGHANJEWELLERY
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Busatti

Lavalliere

Tradition, innovation and design, the result of all-Italian excellence.

Distinguished by its quality of design, quality of material,

These are the values that distinguish Busatti Milan, the Haute Joaillerie

quality of workmanship, and quality of finish. These four

fashion house founded in 1947 thanks to the intuition of Antonio Busatti.

qualities inherent in every Lavalliere piece. A signature leaf

Strengthened by this experience, the six cousins Lalla, Davide, Barbara,

motif is incorporated into every design. Each piece is laser

Simone, Luca and Andre a , have decided to carry on t he pioneering

inscribed with the weight of the stone and our company logo.

spirit of their founder, confirming their style and their savoir-faire.
Busatti Milan is one of the most revolutionary realities on the subject;

Phone: +961 1741 640

opened its first boutique in Milan in via Spiga 1 in 2014 and participates

Email:info@Lavallierejewellery.com

in the most prestigious trade shows in the sector.

Website:http://www.lavallierejewellery.com/
Social Media: @lavallierejewellery

Phone: +39 02 760 172 71
Fax: +39 02 760 172 85
Email: info@busattimilano.com
Website: www.busattimilano.com
Head office address: Via dei Piatti, 1, 20121 Milano, Italy

Head office address: Majestic Business Center, Lebanon
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Samer Halimeh
HANNA FRERES is one of the most famous manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers
of jewellery, made in gold and silver. Established in 1960, HANNA FRERES is the

Santosh
We are a manufacturer of Fine Jewellery
using diamonds and precious stones in 18K
gold. Our main markets are India and the subcontinent, Middle East, Eastern Europe and
USA. The four guiding pillarsof our company
are Design, Quality, Honesty and Service.
Phone: +01 11 46 11 5247
Website: www.santoshjewellers.in
Social Media: @santoshjewellers
Head office address: Shop No 17, Ground Floor,
Square One Mall, Saket, Dehli, 110017, India.

designer and manufacturer of a wide range of high quality jewellery, made under strict
quality control and reflecting the beauty and tradition of fine jewellery production. The
company is a well known wholesaler and supplier to several branches in Lebanon and
also exports worldwide.
The work that we do:
HANNA JEWELRY’s creations hold a small portion of the charm that every woman
deserves, and there’s nothing above the charm of a woman wearing a diamond that
combines both, a man’s visions and a woman’s need.
Our jewels are made under a strict control, in order to assure a high end finishing, in
every piece.
Phone: 961 4 724 555
Fax; 961 4 722 452
Email: hanna@hannajewelry.com
Website: www.hannajewelry.com
Head office address: Jal El Dib
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Unialmaz

Lapis

Mr. Nanag Ram Jain first started Unialmaz by the name of Nanag Ram & Co.
Unialmaz remains a family business built upon artistic excellence, superb

Phone: +966 11 48 64 387

craftsmanship, trust and reshionships. Our Company operates as an Importer,

Fax: +966 11 48 64 385

Manufacturer, Retailer and Exporter of top quality Emeralds & Other Colour Stones,

Email: info@aldebeyan.com

Diamonds & studded Gold Jewellery. We specialise in Handcrafted Jewellery with

Website: aldebeyan.com

manufacturing units in Jaipur and New Delhi in India. We have in-house designers

Social media: @lapis.j

who are highly skilled and design some of the most unique and exquisite jewellery.
Our expertise lies in cutting & polishing of Rough Emeralds, Diamonds and Other
Gem Stones. Our Retail Stores are in Jaipur & New Delhi, additionally our product
can also be found at top Jewellery Exhibitions in the World.
We have our loyal customers scattered all across the globe including the royal
and elite class of India, the Middle East, Far East and Europe.
Phone: +01 11 46 11 5247
Email: info@unialmaz.com
Website: www.unialmaz.com
Head office address: Shop 31, First Floor, MGF Metropolitan Mall, A/2
P/2 District Centre, Saket, New Delhi-110017, India
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M. Fitaihi
M.Fitaihi is a name synonymous with superioroty in jewellery design in
the past few years .
Phone: +966 12 567 9668
E-mail: fitahijunior@gmail.com
Social Media: @m.fitaihi
Head office address: Al Murjan Center, Office 601, 6th floor, Jeddah, KSA
P.O. Box: 52530

LONDON GENEVA HONG KONG

RARE AND MAGNIFICENT JEWELS
Tel: +44 (0)20 7290 1536

moussaieff-jewellers.com

BOROS
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Available at Leading Jewellers
www.kriegernet.com
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2019

Discover The Finest
in Watchmaking
The 8th and 9th editions of the
Salon des Grandes Complications.
The first fine watchmaking exhibition in KSA.
Meet the Middle East’s watch collectors,
enthusiasts, and watchmaking community.
Be prepared to be amazed with the new
innovations of the fine watchmaking industry.

www.sdgc-me.com
OFFICIAL PARTNER:

With the support of the Embassy
of Switzerland in Saudi Arabia

Organized by

For more information please contact: liza@mpp-me.com www.mpp-me.com
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Team

Official Sponsors
& Partners
JEDDAH CAR
SPONSOR

STRATEGIC
PARTNER

RIYADH CAR
SPONSOR

SECURITY
PARTNER

RADIO
SPONSOR

MARKETING
PARTNER

SAMAR AL HARTHI
SHOW MANAGER
FERIAL MARTINOS
SHOW CONSULTANT
EHSAN JAMHOUR

SAMEH LUBAD

CFO

PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND ADMIN MANAGER

RABEH ZIDAN

ALHUSSEIN ALKEBSI

MARKETING & BRAND MANAGER

SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER

MAHMOUD SAHLI

AREEJ ZRAZOU

OPERATIONS MANAGER

PROJECT ADMIN

RABIE ALJAMAL

SALMA ALHUNAITI

OPERATIONS MANAGER

MARKETING EXECUTIVE

AMAN EHTESHAM

JOSEPH RAMOS

IT IN-CHARGE

ACCOUNTANT

ABDULRAHMAN F. AL GHAMDI

ALANOUD ALGHMDI

PUBLIC RELATIONS
&ADMINISTRATIVE
SERVICES MANAGER

OPERATIONS ASSISTANT

MAAB ALSHAREEF
PROJECT ADMIN

w w w.jeweller ysalon.com
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